
CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

This research sees black female’s struggle to voiced their suffering on 

discrimination action in the novel The Help by Kathryn Stockett. Stockett gives 

priority to female existence as a source of power in The Help. There is two 

main points writer has asserted in this research. They are: Black female 

domestic servants experiences reflected in The Help and the struggle of two 

black female narrators of The Help against discrimination to voice their hope 

on equity.

The first result of this research isthe experience of black female 

domestic servants occursdue to white’s stereotypes. This research found two 

white’s stereotypes; white assuming that black is carrying disease andblackas 

criminal.Therefore, white female initiates bathroom for black female domestic 

servants to prevent them from black diseases. Blackis alsotargeted as thieves 

due to the color of their skin even when they have not committed any crime. 

White abuses the stereotype about “black is criminal" to their own private 

matter beyond the racial problem.

The second result of this research is those black female characters 

represent the female’s struggle to voice their right againstdiscrimination to gain 

equity. In this case, the writer finds the struggle to fight against discrimination 

are divided into two methods: storytelling and writing experiences because it is 



the most effective way to voice the story for black, considering their position in 

the town is only asblack female domestic servant. Thus, here the writer 

summed up that Stockett’s decision is taking black female as the main 

characters relate to Stockett's nanny who is black female working for her white 

family. The writer finds that Stockett shared to the readers in her novel that 

even between woman – woman, discrimination is still alive because of 

different class and race. 

Therefore, both main points in this research focused on the female’s 

experiences and female’s struggle against discrimination. Black female as 

domestic servants as the minority in The Help is always eliminated. Black 

female who work as domestic servants cannot get their right and the proper 

facilities include the bathroom. Black female domestic servants controlled and 

limited by white female even in the personal matter. The impact, the minority 

become discriminate by the superior one. That is why in The Help, black 

female domestic servant becomes the victim of multiple discrimination, as 

black and as the domestic servant. Stockett as white female trying her best to 

shows the voiced of black female domestic servants. In conclusion, through 

The Help Stockett expresses her idea to support black female to voice and 

reject the actions that unfairly discriminate and restrict their rights.


